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Real-time 3D visual tracking of laparoscopic
instruments for robotized endoscope holder
Zijian Zhao ∗
School of Control Science and Engineering, Shandong University, Jinan 250061, Shandong China

Abstract. Robotized endoscope holder in laparoscopic surgeries allows surgeons to control the endoscope without the assistants’ intervention. In this paper, a new method is proposed for the automatic 3D-tracking of laparoscopic instruments in realtime to provide more convenient interactions between surgeons and the robotized endoscope holder. The method is based on
the 3D position measurements of the insertion points of the instruments and the strip markers, combined with the depth estimation of the instruments. The results of our experiments show that our method is fast and robust in the simulated laparoscopic
surgeries.
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1. Introduction
In the recent years, minimally invasive surgeries (MIS), including laparoscopy, have been commonly
adopted. In laparoscopic surgeries, small incisions are made in the human abdominal cavity to introduce
surgical instruments and a laparoscope through trocars. This type of minimally invasive surgeries has
several advantages over normal open surgeries including less blood loss, fewer transfusions, less consumption of analgesics and shorter hospitalization time. However, laparoscopies also have some drawbacks. For example, they usually lose depth information of the surgeries, the ﬁeld of view of the surgeries
is limited, and they are constrained by the abdominal wall. That is why the laparoscopic procedure is
more complex for surgeons than the open surgeries are. To overcome the drawbacks, robotized laparoscopic systems (include the robotized camera holder) were developed to assist surgeons in performing
laparoscopy. There are some outstanding robotized endoscopic holders commercialized in the market,
for example, AESOP (Computer Vision Inc.), EndoAssist (Armstrong Healthcare) [1] and ViKY
(EndoControl) [2]. Each robotized system has its corresponding tool-tracking method, so that the endoscope can be controlled easily by the surgeon according to the positions of operation instruments during
the surgical procedure. Our research focuses on realizing automatic tool-tracking by means of computer
vision techniques under ViKY system.
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Fig. 1. The endoscope mounted on the ViKY robot.

Fig. 2. The designed markers on the instruments.

It should be mentioned that there are several works proposed to track the operation instruments in
2D image space. Wei et.al [3] proposed a real-time detection algorithm based on the color-marked instruments, where the color regions are segmented by computing the color histogram on the H-S (HueSaturation) plane. Wang et.al [4] constructed a simple Bayesian classiﬁer to segment the colored instruments. Doignon et.al [5] put forward a real-time color segmentation method to detect instruments
by using a joint Hue-Saturation color feature. Climent et.al [6] proposed an approach to detect the line
features in the images, by which the instruments can be located. Besides the image information of the
instruments, some 3D based detection methods were proposed based on other feature information [7-11].
Zhang et.al [7] designed a kind of special markers for instruments detection, but they did not apply the
3D geometric properties of these markers. Voros et.al [8-10] utilized a 3D geometric tool model and
insertion points and got some reasonable results, but their approaches are not capable of real-time 3D
detection and tracking, and their precision of tip-positioning was not satisfactory. Allan et.al [11] applied
a classiﬁer to the too-tracking, which was more complex and time-consuming.
In this paper, we introduced a new 3D locating and tracking approach for surgical instruments, which
completely relies on the measurement information of insertion points and color markers of the instruments. In this approach, all the color markers are ﬁrst segmented, and the 2D image positions of instruments are then determined. Having a calibrated camera mounted on the robotized camera holder [2], we
can project all the insertion points of the instruments onto the image plane, and the image points of each
insertion point can be used to constrain the image positions of instruments. Based on the 3D measurement of insertion points and the 2D image positions of color markers, the 3D positions of the instruments
then can be induced rapidly and accurately. The experiment results show the validity, accuracy and robustness of our approach. With our approach, we can carry out the automatic localization for the visual
servoing of robotized camera holders.

2. Material
Our approach is developed based on a system consists of an endoscope camera and a ViKY robot,
as shown in Figure 1. We use Zhang’s method [12] to calibrate the endoscope camera for acquiring the
intrinsic matrix and the distortion parameters. It is also necessary to know the camera’s displacement in
the robot’s coordinate system, which requires the "hand-eye" calibration. We choose the method in [13]
to compute the hand-eye transformation between the robot end-effector and the camera.
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We designed three round-strip markers, which are attached to the instrument (Figure 2). To segment
the markers easily in the image, the color of all markers is set to green, also mentioned in [5]. As shown
in Figure 2, points a,b and c are at the centers of each strip-marker, and point t is at the tip position of
the instrument. The center-to-center distances of these strips are l (l = 10mm). The distance between
the tip of instrument and its closest strip-center is p (p = 10mm). All the four points t, a, b, c satisfy the
following cross-ratio equation:
(t, a; b, c) =

2l + 2p
.
2l + p

(1)

3. Method
The task is to track the motion of a laparoscopic instrument inside the abdominal cavity only using
the information from the endoscopic images without any optical or magnetic localizers [14,15]. After
calibration, we determine the insertion point of each instrument in 3D using a priori knowledge about
its geometry. We then carry out the color segmentation to estimate the makers’ image positions. The 3D
positions of all makers and the instrument tips can be computed based on the image positions of the
markers according to the computer vision algorithm. The Kalman ﬁlter is applied in tracking using the
position data above to ensure the stable tracking results. In case of situations where markers are invisible,
the visual servoing algorithm is also added in the ViKY system to keep the instrument in the ﬁeld of view
all the time.
The general framework of our method can be summarized into the following 5 steps:
(1) Calibrate the 3D positions of the insertion points of the instruments.
(2) Segment the color markers of the instruments.
(3) Locate the 3D positions of all markers and the instrument tips.
(4) Apply Kalman ﬁlter.
(5) Visual servoing.
Every step will be explained in detail in the following section.
3.1. Calibration of the 3D positions of the insertion points
The 3D positions of the insertion points of the instruments are measured at the beginning of the intervention. First, we can compute the images of the insertion points on the endoscopic image manually
by mouse-click [10]. Second, at every two different positions of the camera where the insertion points
are visible, the 3D positions of the insertion points can be estimated in the camera’s coordinate through
stereo reconstruction algorithm. Since the robot moves under the surgeon’s commands at any time during
the operation procedure, the 3D positions of the insertion points should be transformed to the robot’s base
coordinate, according to the hand-eye parameters discussed in Section.2. The reason is that the insertion
points are stable under the robot’s based coordinate system.
3.2. Color segmentation of markers
In color endoscopic images, a pixel is a mixture of the three fundamental colors, Red, Green and Blue
(RGB), but there exist many representations to encode this information. Because the markers we used are
green, we only need to segment all the green pixels in the endoscopic image. To avoid the disturbing of
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the luminance changing [11], we applied the color space of Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) to represent
a pixel. Any pixel satisfying the following conditions can be segmented as the pixel belonging to the
markers.
V = Green, S ≥ St,
where St is a set threshold.
After having all the green pixels of the markers, we utilized the fast k-means algorithm to identify
three cluster regions of pixels in the endoscopic image. These regions are the images of three markers on
the instrument. Then we can compute the median centers of the three regions. According to the distances
between these center-points and the image of insertion points, we are able to recognize the three centerpoints as the images of points (a, b, c), denoted by (ã, b̃, c̃). Suppose t̃ is the image of the instrument tip
t, according to the property of cross-ratio, we can determine t̃ based on the following equation
(t̃, ã; b̃, c̃) = (t, a; b, c).

(2)

3.3. Locating 3D positions of the instruments
With the four image points (t̃, ã, b̃, c̃), we can estimate their depths in the camera’s coordinate system, with the intrinsic parameters’ matrix K. Suppose (zt , za , zb , zc ) are the depths of the image points
(t̃, ã; b̃, c̃). According to the pin-pole model [16], we have
t = zt K−1 t̃,

a = za K−1 ã,

b = zb K−1 b̃,

c = zc K−1 c̃.

(3)

The points (t, a, b, c) lie on the same line, so we have the following equations:
(t − 2a + b) = 0,

(a − 2b + c) = 0,

(t − a − b + c) = 0.

Substituting Eq. (3) into the above formulas, we have
M[zt , za , zb , zc ]T = 09×1 ,

(4)

with
⎤
0
K−1 t̃ −2K−1 ã K−1 b̃
M=⎣ 0
K−1 ã −2K−1 b̃ K−1 c̃⎦ .
−1
K t̃ −K−1 ã −K−1 b̃ K−1 c̃
⎡

The right null-vector m of M is actually the depth vector [zt , za , zb , zc ]T up to a scale sd . Knowing the
measurements of the instrument, we can construct the following equations


sd  K−1 t̃ −K−1 ã 0 0 m2 = p,
(5)

 −1
sd  0 K ã −K−1 b̃ 0 m2 = l,
(6)


sd  0 0 K−1 b̃ −K−1 c̃ m2 = l.
(7)
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Based on Eqs. (5,6,7), the scale factor sd can be determined. With the estimated depths sd m, the 3D
position of the instruments can be determined according to Eq. (3). To make sure the instrument-tip lies
on the same line with the insertion point I, we can also get the rectiﬁed tip position t̂ by
t̂ = I +

t − I2
· (a − c).
a − c2

(8)

3.4. Kalman ﬁlter
To acquire the stable tracking results, we applied a Kalman ﬁlter to process the position data from Eq.
(8). The state vector xk is deﬁned as [t, dt]T , the observation vector is zk = t̂. The state-transition model
and the observation model are respectively
⎡
⎤
1
1
⎢ 1
⎤
⎡
1 ⎥
⎢
⎥
1
⎢ 1
⎥
1⎥
⎣ 1 ⎦.
Fk = ⎢
⎢
⎥ , Hk =
1
⎢
⎥
1
⎣
1 ⎦
1
According to the Kalman ﬁlter theory, we have the following equations:
zk = Hk xk + vk ,

xk+1 = Fk xk + wk ,

where vk and wk are the noise interruptions. For the kth frame, the Kalman ﬁlter will update based on
zk = t̂ and get xk+1 as the ﬁnal tracking position of instrument-tip.
3.5. Visual servoing of ViKY robot
In order to keep the instrument tip inside of the imaging ﬁeld of laparoscopy, we need to control the
ViKY robot’s motions based on the feedback information extracted from the image point t̃. Suppose
t̃ = [ut , vt , 1]T , the VikY robot’s three dimensional position parameters [10] are [q1 , q2 , ρ]T , then the
relative image plane position about t̃ is related to the position velocity of ViKY robot by the following
equation
⎤
⎡
0
−ρ 0
⎢−ρsin(q2 ) 0 0⎥ ⎡ ⎤
2
2
⎥ q̇1
⎢
−f
ut ut vt −(f +ut )
⎢
0
v
0
0 1⎥
ut − u 0
t
zt
zt
f
f
⎥⎣ ⎦
⎢
=
(9)
⎢ −sin(q2 ) 0 0⎥ q̇2
−f vt f 2 +u2t
−ut vt
vt − v0
0 zt zt f
−ut ⎢
⎥ ρ̇
f
⎣
0
1 0⎦
cos(q2 ) 0 0
where f is the focal length of laparoscopy, [u0 , v0 ]T is the principal point of the image plane, and the
symbol ”(˙)” denotes the time derivative of coordinate (velocity). By using the Singular Value Decomposition and Tikhonov regularization, [q̇1 , q̇2 , ρ̇]T can be resolved. Based on these position velocity parameters, we can perform the visual servoing of ViKY robot.
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Fig. 3. The estimated errors on the instrument-tracking. Fig. 4. The 3D direction errors of the instrument’s gestures.

4. Results
In the experiment, a plastic phantom with a test-bench inside was used for the modeling of a laparoscopic surgery with one surgical instrument. The surgical instrument moved randomly in the view of the
endoscope. Because there was a gap between the instrument and the trocar, the positions of the insertion
point were always ﬂoating to some extend during the operation. To simulate the ﬂoating positions of the
insertion point, we added a random noise to the calibrated insertion point in our program. Under such
a tough condition, we performed our method to track and locate the surgical instrument in 2D and 3D
spaces.
First, we measured the 2D image positions of the instrument-tip along time, and re-projected its 3D
points onto the image plane. Comparing the two results, we were able to compute the re-projection error
of the instrument-tip for every frame, as shown in Figure 3(red). The statistical values of the 2D reprojection error are shown in Table 1, where the maximum error is less than 1 pixel. This is more accurate
than the errors given in reference [8], which is 5 pixels.
Second, we measured the 3D positions of the instrument-tip and three markers along time. Then we
computed the distance between the observation t̂ and the state t for each frame. The metric errors for
all image frames were estimated, as shown in Figure 3(blue). According to the statistical values in Table
1, it can be seen that the metric mean-error of our method is 1.42mm, which is very close to the error
standard for human surgery (1mm).
After we had the 3D directions (t̂ − I) and (t − I) of the instrument at real-time, we could compute the
3D rotation error of the instrument (the angle between the above two directions) for each frame according
to Eq. (8), which is shown in Figure 4. As shown in Table 1, the maximum 3D rotation error is less than
6◦ , and is much better than the mean 3D error in reference [9], which is 14.8◦ . We also re-projected the
3D model of the instrument back to the image plane. The results are shown in Figure 5. The pink lines in
the images are the re-projected model of the instrument in the tracking process. From Figure 5, it can be
seen that the tracking results of the proposed method are accurate and robust. The computation time of
our method is 50ms per frame for 640 × 480 image (probed with the Windows timer API), for an Intel
Core-i3 2.53GHz, 1.86Go RAM PC.
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Table 1
The statistical error results of Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Max
Mean

2D Re-projection Error
0.93
0.18

3D Measurement Error
2.46
1.42

3D Rotation Error
5.36
1.07

Fig. 5. Examples of tracking and locating of the instrument.

5. Discussion
Our approach allows surgeons to track the motion of their instruments during an intervention, in order
to either automatically control the motions of the robot, or evaluate the quality of the gestures of surgical
tools. As shown in the experimental results, our locating approach is precise, robust and quick enough
for the anticipated uses in both the orientation and the position of the instrument under the image/camera
coordinate. The color segmentation and the 3D depth evaluation of markers were still not perfect enough
and should call for improvements in our algorithm.
In Figure 3, it can be seen that the re-projection error is a function of time, which is mainly because
the color segmentation of markers is not stable. Unstable images of the markers will lead to unstable
instrument-tip image point. In fact, the green color is very special in the abdominal cavity. Its segmentation is usually inﬂuenced by the luminance changing, with the Saturation of pixel affected the most.
Therefore, it is not suitable to set a ﬁxed threshold in the segmentation as mentioned in Section 3.2. We
are planning to apply an adaptive threshold for the color segmentation, which could be more robust for
the estimations of the image positions.
We only used three markers sticking to the instrument for tool-tracking in this paper. From Figure 3,
it can be seen that we have a metric precision that is less than 2.5mm, which could still be improved to
a higher level. If we use more markers, we will have extra data to construct the coefﬁcient matrix, which
highly tolerates the random noise. Then we can estimate the depths of all points more accurately than
before. The extra data may not obviously slow down the algorithm’s speed, so the tracking and locating
can still be performed in real-time.
The ﬂoating of the insertion points is inevitable in real surgeries, and it is necessary to ﬁnd a way to
compensate the errors due to ﬂoating. In our paper, we apply a random noise to the calibrated position of
the insertion points during the program. It is not really a good idea, because we do not know exactly the
model of the ﬂoating, and the random noise sometimes does worse. Therefore, our next task is to ﬁnd the
ﬂoating model.
After all the above improvements, we plan to test our method on anatomic specimens mimicking true
surgical interventions, where we can understand how these improvements really work in surgeries.
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6. Conclusion
We developed a novel method to locate the 3D positions of the instruments in laparoscopy. The method
is automatic and can be realized in real-time. Our experimental tests showed encouraging results and
allowed us to ﬁnd some difﬁcult obstacles that were still not solved. Some high level implementations
based on this method could be implemented to supervise surgical tasks such as the 3D-positioning of
special organs or focuses.
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